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“We knew we had limited time
under the purchase option to be able
to buy our facility. Ziegler was able
to come in and help us realize this
dream of ownership under very
challenging bond market conditions.
As a result, our students will now be
located in this building for many
years to come.”

Kamini Patel 
Cesar Chavez Academy Denver

This client’s experience may not be representative of
the experience of other clients, nor is it indicative of
future performance or success.

For further information on the outstanding bonds for
this issuer, please visit the Electronic Municipal Market
Access system at http://emma.msrb.org.

$6,450,000
Colorado Educational and Cultural Facilities Authority

Charter School Refunding Revenue Bonds

Cesar Chavez Academy Denver Project

Series 2013 Bonds

C E S A R  C H AV E Z
AC A D E M Y
D E N V E R

CLIENT PROFILE

Cesar Chavez Academy Denver (CCAD or the
School), is a public, tuition free charter school
located in northwest Denver, Colorado. The
School opened in 2009 with 332 students in
grades K-8. By Fall 2012, enrollment had grown
to 441 students. Serving a largely low-income
and at-risk population, the School provides a safe
and unique learning environment for students in
the area.  

Securing good facilities is a key element to the
success of any charter school. CCAD had the
good fortune of being able to lease a relatively
new 39,000 square foot school building under a
four year lease with an option to purchase the
building outright in 2013. The building was a
perfect fit as it provided classrooms, office space
and a gymnasium to serve the needs of its
growing organization.  

The School engaged Ziegler to assist in
underwriting long-term financing to allow the
School to exercise their purchase option before it
would expire in July of 2013.   

THE ZIEGLER DIFFERENCE

Cesar Chavez experienced some challenges in
obtaining the needed financing. State budget
woes led to reductions in per-pupil funding in
prior years, resulting in lower operating
margins than CCAD anticipated. Additionally,
the short operating history of the School did
not allow it to build up large cash reserves or a
high number of charter renewals demanded by
investors in such projects. As a result the
Bonds were “unrated.” Finally, the transaction
was scheduled to close in late June of 2013,
during a particularly turbulent time in the
bond market, when many financings were
being postponed or delayed. 

Ziegler’s investment banking team worked
with CCAD to develop its credit story and
communicate it effectively to investors.
Ziegler leveraged its experience with charter
schools and deep understanding of charter
laws to articulate the state funding issues.
This included a new mill levy funding that
significantly strengthened the School’s
financial position. Additionally, Ziegler was
able to bring together an experienced
working group that was able to coordinate to
meet the seller’s closing timetable.  

Despite challenging market conditions,
Ziegler’s sales and trading desk, working
closely with the investment banking team,
was able to secure a buyer for 100% of the
debt at a long-term fixed interest rate that
compared favorably with other “rated”
charter school transactions closed during this
same time period. This allowed the School to
close on the purchase contract on a timely
basis and realize the dream of owning their
facility.  


